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JOB OPENING AT IRB BARCELONA 
 

 Open call for Postdoctoral Candidates to apply Beatriu de Pinós (ref. PD/16/BP/--)  

 
 
IRB Barcelona seeks  
 
Postdoctoral Fellows for the available positions in the referenced labs: 
 
 

 Oncology Programme: 
- Signalling and Cell Cycle Laboratory (ref. PD/16/BP/01) 

Keywords: phosphorylation, tumor, stroma, oncology, p38 MAPK CDK, Cell cycle, colon, 
lung, signaling, breast, cancer, metastasis, therapy, kinase  
 

 Structural and Computational Biology Programme: 
- Structural Bioinformatics and Network Biology (ref. PD/16/BP/02) 

Keywords: network biology, structural bioinformatics, drug side-effects, systems 
pharmacology, Alzheimer’s Disease  
 

- Structural characterization of macromolecular assemblies (ref. PD/16/BP/03) 
Keywords: Smad proteins, mechanisms, Smad complexes, WW domains, peptide 
synthesis, structures, sequence analysis, folding, dynamics, molecular biology, NMR, 
tumor mutations  
 

 Cell and Developmental Biology Programme: 
- Development and Growth Control Laboratory (ref. PD/16/BP/04) 

Keywords: drosophila, developmental biology, genetics, growth, signaling, cancer 
 

- Chromatin structure and function (ref. PD/16/BP/05) 
Keywords: nuclear organization, cancer cells, mitosis, centromere, drosophila, genome, 
stability, epigenetics, chromosome segregation, transcription, chromatin, yeast, 
genomics  
 

 Molecular Medicine Programme: 
- Metabolic engineering and diabetes therapy (ref. PD/16/BP/06) 

Keywords: glucose, glycogen, glycogenosis, Lafora Disease, Pompe disease, diabetes, 
obesity, pathology, neurodegeneration, molecular, disease, metabolism, astrocyte, 
neuron, brain, liver 
 
 
 

IRB Barcelona is a world-class research centre devoted to understanding fundamental questions about human 

health and disease. It was founded in October 2005 by the Government of Catalonia (Generalitat de Catalunya) 

and the University of Barcelona (UB), and is located at the Barcelona Science Park (Parc Científic de 

Barcelona).  

The Institute’s missions include conducting multidisciplinary research of excellence at the unique interface 

between biology, chemistry and medicine, providing high-level training in the biomedical sciences to staff, 

students and visitors, driving innovation through active technology transfer to the benefit of society, and 

actively participating in an open dialogue with the public through a series of engagement and education 

activities. 
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 Chemistry and Molecular Pharmacology Programme: 

- Laboratory of Molecular Biophysics (ref. PD/16/BP/07) 
Keywords: intrinsically disordered proteins, molecular recognition, DNA, spinal bulbar 
muscular atrophy, cancer, protein protein interactions, drug discovery, protein 
aggregation, molecular dynamics, allostery, conformational ensembles, prostate cancer, 
hormones, discovery, Kennedy's disease  
 

 
 

 
 

- PhD qualification between 1/1/2009 and 31/12/2014. 
 

- At least a prior postdoctoral stay of 2 years outside Spain.  
 

- Mobility Rule: Must not have resided or carried out his/her main activity in Spain for more than 
12 months in the 3 years immediately before the call deadline. 
 
 

 
 

 
 According to the call: 

 
Contract duration: 2 years 
Amounts granted by Beatriu de Pinós: 
-       Researcher salary: 86.000 € for whole project (gross salary + social security taxes).   
-       Training activities: 6.000€ total. 
 
Addressees: 
-       Researchers with a PhD qualification obtained between 1/1/2009 and 31/12/2014. 
-       Applicants must have spent (at least) a 2 years postdoctoral stay outside Spain  
-       Applicants must not have resided or carried out his/her main activity in Spain for more than 
12 months in the 3 years immediately before the call deadline (Marie Curie mobility rule) 
 
Of note: Since the Beatriu de Pinós call is cofunded by the European Commision under the 
COFUND Program, Beatriu de Pinós Fellows are Marie Curie fellows. Therefore, they cannot 
benefit, at the same time of more than one Marie Curie fellowship/grant. 
 
For more info: Call website 
 

 Working conditions: Employed in compliance with Spanish legislation and regulations under a 
full-time contract. Employees receive the benefits of the Spanish Social Security system covering 
sickness, maternity/paternity leaves and injuries at work. 
 

 Training and Career: Postdoctoral researchers joining IRB Barcelona gain access to the 
Institute’s advanced research training and career development opportunities, all within in a 
competitive international environment. Courses and workshops on themes of particular interest 
to postdocs are offered regularly by the Institute. 
 

 International environment: Nearly 100 Postdoctoral researchers, most than a half of them are 
non-Spanish nationals, are currently working toward their research at IRB Barcelona. 
 

WORKING CONDITIONS & ENTITLEMENTS  
 

CALL REQUIREMENTS EXPERIENCE, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS & SELECTION CRITERIA 
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Applications for the above opening should include CV and should be sent by e-mail to: 
irbjobs@irbbarcelona.org   Reference: please provide the reference of the lab you are willing to 
apply. 
 

 Internal deadline for applications: 15/11/2016 
When the applicants do not fit the requirements, the deadline will be able to be extended.    
 

 Number of positions available: 7, 1 per laboratory 
 

 Selection process 
 

 Pre-selection: Will be based on CV, experience, management of research and 
innovation.  

 

 Interviews: Short-listed candidates will be interviewed. 
 

 Offered Position: Job Offer will be sent to the successful candidate after the interview.   
 

 
For more information please visit our website at: www.irbbarcelona.org 
 
Note: The strengths and weaknesses of the applications will be provided upon request. 
 
If you, as an applicant, have any suggestion or wish to make a complaint regarding the selection process, please 
contact us at the following email address: irbrecruitment.suggestions@irbbarcelona.org You will receive a response 
within a month. 
 

HOW TO APPLY & SELECTION PROCESS 
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